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Abstract: 

Present study, Taking Safran’s and Clifford’s concepts of 

diaspora, Staurt Hall’s and Ericson’s concepts of identity, and 

Bhabha’s concept of hybridity as analytical tools, focuses on 

Bapsi Sidhwa’s An American Brat. The study reveals that the 

selected novel has tried to portray the problematics and 

construction of diasporic identity of main characters when they 

encounter diasporic situations. However, each character, based 

on their homeland background, reacts in a different way in a 

diasporic situation. In case of Feroza, a protagonist in An 

American Brat, religion problematizes her diasporic identity. She 

is sent to America to change her religious rigidity and ironically, 

it is religion that is the biggest hurdle in her way to fully assimilate 

in American culture. Her Parsee background keeps her diasporic 

identity wavering and she is in a contentious struggle to cope with 

her diasporic identity. The newness and attractiveness of a host 

land and the rootedness of a homeland problematize her life; as a 

result, she faces issues such as identity crises, cultural shocks, 

otherness, alienation, and a sense of unhomeliness. She struggles 

hard to cope with these problems, however, the dominant 

narrative of identity and belonging of the host countries do not 

assimilate her who live “in-between”. As a result, she is torn 

between two cultures without any stable base for their genuine 

identity and is in continuous struggle for constructing, 

deconstructing and reconstructing their genuine identities. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rise in the number of international immigrations and the 

extension of the socio/geographical boundaries, the new people of the 

communities face a variety of complex cultural challenges. The migrated 

individuals and communities normally struggle towards making genuine 

identities; they are in a continuous struggle to construct, deconstruct, and 

reconstruct their genuine identities in a host country. In the process of their 

struggles, they face the hardships of displacement, the newness of host land, 

the sense of unhomeliness, the need of mimicking the host culture, 

ambivalent feelings towards host and homelands and in the end resulted in 

being a hybrid. اPeter اWade (1999) in اCultural اIdentity: اSolution اor 

 globalization” 1. Being affected by theا“ Problem?, terms this occurrence asا

advancement of technology, the process of globalization makes the people 

interact with each other freely and rapidly. But it eradicates local identities 

from their stems. It, according to Wada, makes the “اcultures اto اbe 

 places asا andا propertyا ,peopleا ofا overlappingا theا asا deterritorialisedا

they اbecome اless اstable”2. Here man is supposed to accord his idealistic 

horizons with those of the hostage society in order to build an identity. 

Therefore, the self, through losing his freedom, makes a new identity. In 

such a context, one may not expect the appearance of indigenous cultural 

identities. In turn, concerning this dislocation, everybody would take refuge 

in the shadows of new identities; he/she may not care whether these 

identities are “اlocal, اethnic, اracial اor اnational”3. 

Sidhwa’s An American Brat is a story of a Feroza, a Pakistani 

emigrant to America, who struggles to merge binary cultures in order to 

broaden her views. The paper discusses how marginalization and 
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discrimination in a host country problematize diasporic identity.  Diasporic 

identity is a journey of becoming which shows discontinuity in our identity 

formation. It keeps on passing through different stages; each stage offers 

certain opportunities and challenges that problematize a diasporic journey, 

namely displacement, identity crises, alienation, cultural conflicts, 

unhomeliness, mimicry, ambivalence, and hybridity. The main character, 

Feroza, has been discussed through above-mentioned stages of diasporic 

journey. 

2. Methodology  

2.1. Approach of the Study 

The approach of the study is a critical, qualitative investigation of 

the اpostcolonial matter of diasporic identity in the selected work of Bepsi 

Sidwa. This study is focused to investigate the process of diasporic identity 

in new colonial culture set up, the tyranny of cultural dislocation and the 

quest for home and self of the protagonist of Bepsi Sidwa.   

Further, the study uses postcolonial approach. This approach is 

relevant because the writer wants to identify the influence and the 

hegemony of the dominant culture on the characters. Moreover, it is also 

relevant to use the postcolonial approach in order to answer the questions 

in the problem formulation. 

Postcolonial study or criticism according to Barry has four 

characteristics. There are the non-western called as exotic ‘Other’, the 

language used, hybrid identity, and the last one is the existence of cross 

cultural interactions4. The selected novel is suitable to be analysed by 

postcolonial criticism since the story mostly talk about how the protagonists 

change their lives and identities when they fuse with the new culture. Some 

of them are more open in receiving the new culture even further becoming 
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a hybrid while some others development of identities contain resistance and 

conflicts. 

The issues of cultural identity take part quite big in the selected 

novels. It is relevant to use the postcolonial criticism particularly analysing 

the diaspora context of the characters and the hybridity theory in which 

there is a cross-cultural interaction in the novels. The novels also tell how 

protagonists’ dynamic growth as an individual with two cultures learnt and 

adapted by them. Then, the theory of hybridity and resistance are applied to 

analyse how different characters respond to newly adopted situations. 

2. 2. Data Analysis Technique  

Textual analysis, as an analytical technique, has been used to 

explore the notions of hybrid identities of diasporas. Textual analysis 

focuses on thematic aspects of discourse in specific context of migratory 

experiences of diasporas which is carried out under the postcolonial 

analytical tools for analysis with an insight of postcolonial concepts given 

by the theorists Homi K Bhabha, Edward Said, and others. The concepts of 

postcolonial theorists serve as supportive theoretical background for the 

discussion of Sidhwa’s The American Brat. 

2. 3. Theoretical Framework  

Considering the theoretical work of Edward Said and Homi Bhabha, 

this research studies a post-colonial issue of diasporic identity in a context 

of Afro-Asian Novels. In analysing the identity in the context of diaspora, 

the writer needs several theories to be applied in this research. The 

researcher scrutinizes the characteristics of the main characters in the 

context of diaspora using diaspora theory, identity theory, and hybridity. 

The diaspora theory is needed to identify main characters as individuals who 

experience diaspora and to identify the traits they possess as a part of 

diasporic movement. The theory of identity functions to construct their 
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identity formations. Subsequently, the main characters are also analysed 

from the lens of hybridity theory. Hybridity theory is used to analyse main 

characters’ identity traits that stand between two cultures.  

3. Findings and Discussion  

The world today is without borders. People continuously moving 

and shifting from one place to another with much ease, making possible a 

constant diffusion of language, race, and culture. In such a situation, fixed 

identities of immigrants are problematized when they are encountered by 

host country. They face problems to maintain connection and balance at a 

time in dealing with both countries. Mostly they are discriminated and 

marginalized in a host country. In such a situation they pass through 

different stages like sense of displacement, alienation, otherness, 

unhomeliness and so on. To cope with the situation they start to mimic the 

culture of host country. Through mimicry, they want to be accepted, 

however, even after such assimilation they are made feel othered. This 

makes them ambivalent towards host country, loving and hating a host 

country at the same time. At the end, they develop hybrid culture and 

identity. This whole diasporic journey can be seen in the works of Bapsi 

Sidhwa, who herself experienced migration to the US. Using her first hand 

diasporic experiences, she has used literature specially An American Brat as 

a medium to portray diasporic life and its problems.  

The selected novel offers the opportunity to be discussed through 

the lens of diaspora and to analyse those elements which problematize 

diasporic identity and what and how strategies are used by Feroza to cope 

with diasporic situation. Further, it is tried to find out the elements of 

diasporic identity below to see whether they exist in Feroza and if they do, 

what impact they have on her identity. 

3. 1. Displacement 
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Diaspora communities and individuals experience feelings of 

displacement, alienation and loneliness in the host country due to lack of 

indigenous people and hostility in the host country. Mostly people in 

diaspora find adjustment in a new land very tough and challenging. Feroza 

who is very excited about going to America finds America a different place. 

During the flight to America “اshe اbecame اconscious اalso اabout اthe 

 behind”5.  Herا leavingا wasا sheا countryا theا ofا pullا gravitationalا

excitement got little bit disturbed when “اthe اspace اwithin اthe اaircraft, اthe 

 foreign”6. As she landed on herا becomeا ,changedا hadا ,atmosphereا

dreamy land, the cleanness and the hugeness of objects, buildings dazzled 

her. However, her astonishment got changed in confusion when “اher 

 momentا aا wasا Thereا .endا wrongا theا fromا openedا passportا Pakistaniا

 .confusion”7. It was the first sign of othernesses caused by displacementا ofا

This sense of otherness was felt further when Firoza “اbecame اaware اof 

 startlingا withا herا studyingا eyesا colourlessا almostا ,greenا paleا theا

 .intentness”8. After the inspection at airport, she felt little bit relaxedا

However, her temporal gladness went away when her luggage was labelled 

for secondary inspection. Mixed feelings of humiliation, fear, displacement, 

and alienation took over her.  

Displacement from an old place and disconnection with a new place 

causes the sense of unhomeliness, alienation, cultural shocks, and identity 

crises. After getting to America, Feroza felt them. She realized that living 

in America is not that easy, one has to pay the price to understand American 

ways.  

Displacement not only disturbs immigrants’ life in a host country, 

which they do not regard as their true homeland, but at the same time, they 

have an uncertainty and hesitation about their acceptance by their native 

land. The situation for them is as if they do not belong to any place. As the 
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case of Feroza, who becomes ambivalent after coming to her homeland. She 

does not feel at home in her homeland.  She goes back to America but there 

too she is misfit, she becomes in- between. She knew that “اthere اwould اbe 

 her”9. She thought in mild consentration thatا forا backا goingا noا

 theا ofا seductive entitlementsاtheاtoاusedاbecomeاhadاsheاManekاlikeا“

   .First World”10ا

3. 2. Identity Crises 

The two main characters of novel Manek and Feroza went through 

severe identity crisis experiences at one time rejecting, and at other 

accepting it reluctantly. Manek, in his earlier days in America, had to face 

criticism from his fellow students but with the passage of time, some 

transformations took place in him and made him a little American thus, 

leading him to be in an ambivalent state regarding his identity. “اManek 

 awayا lookedاtheyا asا professorsا ofا expressionsا stonyا theا recalledا

 answersا wrongا givingا wasا whoا someoneا connectا toا triedا heا wheneverا

 aboutا stronglyا soا feltا Americaا thatا himا toldا hadا Nobodyا.…classا inا

 .himself”11ا forا outا itا findا toا hadا He’dا .interruptionsا

During his stay in America Manek also slightly changed his name 

from Manek to Mike in order to show his association with the host country. 

He was later called Mike Junglewala by his friends and he often felt 

nostalgic about his homeland is general and of his family is particular. When 

his mother sent him a sweater, he became emotional, “اIt اhad اbeen اa اlong 

 .him”12ا pamperا toا botheredا hadا anyoneا sinceا ,timeا

The desire of many Asians to get US citizenship and be called as 

American (dual identity) is also revealed in the novel, as Manek’s child was 

born in America, ‘Manek’s child is born in America he is the heir to a 

goldmine……. so as to get “اthe اcoveted اUnited اStates اcitizenship’13. 
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Like Manek, Feroza, the protagonist of novel also suffers identity 

crisis since her arrival in America and then finally deciding to live 

permanently in America. Airport episode is the most important of all the 

incidents that questioned her identity. She was asked various questions at 

the airport about her family, her uncle’s business, when she could not 

reproduce appropriate answer she was suspected to arrive America illegally 

and that both she and her uncle where making them fools, even they 

suspected her uncle to be her fiancé. “اShe اhad اno اuncle اin اAmerica. Her 

 .fiancé”14ا herا factا inا wasا ”so-called “uncleا

After airport episode, she literally rejected American way of living 

and revealed her intention of going back home. Crying on her uncle she says 

 .back!”15ا goا I’llا .countryا damnا yourا andا youا withا hellا toا“

3. 3. Cultural Conflicts 

Culture is an indispensable part of human social life. Culture 

connects people as a unified group and give them a sense of ownership. 

Consciously or unconsciously, every single aspect of culture is inculcated 

in the mind of every member of a culture from the very childhood. Thus, 

their lives are controlled by the culture and they even do not resist it. They 

think that their culture is far superior to any other culture. However, when 

they move out of their culture and try to get settled in an another country 

they are faced with a new culture, mostly in tussle with their indigenous 

culture. The new culture is very challenging and shocking for them and for 

the first time they realize how powerfully they are controlled by their 

indigenous culture and they find it very difficult to come out of their cultural 

belongings. The novel has taken this issue of cultural differences and shocks 

and presented it through Feroza. The novel begins with a description of 

Feroza as a shy and calm girl. The time of the novel is the late 70s and 

politically it is the period of Zia. Islamic fundamentalism is growing in 
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Pakistan. Feroza’s parents, who are open-minded, are very worried for 

Feroza’s “اnarrow-minded اattitude اtouted اby اGeneral اZia”16.   

They try to resolve the issue by sending her to America in order to 

get this “اPuritanical اrubbish اout اof اher اhead” and think, “اtravel اwill 

 .outlook”17ا herا broadenا

According to plan, she is sent to America to spend her three months 

vocation with her uncle, Monik. During her flight to America, she is very 

excited. However, suddenly, Feroza feels a sudden gravitational pull: 

Her اsense اof اself, اenlarged اby اthe اosmosis اof اidentity, اwith اher 

 withا stayedا ,friendsا schoolا ofا groupا herا withا andا communityا

 providesا basisا oceanا thatا supportا theا likeا ,permanenceا likeا herا

 aا inا watersا itsا ofا vagariesا generatedا moonا andا windا theا

 heart.18ا herا ofا regularityا fleetingا

The flight of the plane symbolizes the shift in culture and tradition. 

As the flight stops at Dubai, Paris and London, new passengers replaced old 

passengers.  Each new face had different look, showing their national and 

cultural background. Throughout the journey, substituting cultures for 

cultures meant preparing Feroza for the alien culture with its exotic milieu 

and atmosphere. The cultural differences started at her very land at airport. 

The regular traffic of people moving fast, bright lights and warm air, 

exceptional cleanliness and lustre of floors and furniture, thick width of 

greenhouses and steel made her feel surprized and shocked. At airport, 

customs officials asked few questions and checked the things of Feroza 

well. Being nervous in a new environment, she could not satisfy custom 

officer with her confusing response, her luggage was labelled for second 

and thorough investigation. She was quite new to such unfriendly 

dispositions, “اIt اwas اFeroza’s اfirst اmoment اof اrealization اshe اwas اin اa 

 strangers...”19. During the checking, against herا amidstا countryا strangeا
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cultural background, her very personal dresses were touched and checked 

by officials, even Feroza’s relation with her uncle was questioned and 

doubted by officials. This humiliating mistrust injects mixed feelings of 

humiliation, anger, and fear in Feroza. On her coming out from the airport, 

after very tough investigation, she cries at her uncle “اto اhell اwith اyou اand 

  back."20ا goا I’llا .countryا damnا yourا

First few months of her stay was packed with varied culture shocks. 

As a Pakistani, Feroza was taught, since her very childhood, by her 

grandmother, submissiveness and dependence on male and Feroza had 

internalized those culturally inculcated ideas. She believed and strictly 

followed it and thought it the only way how female needed to behave. 

However, after landing in America, she found things quite different and 

opposing in nature to her inculcated cultural understanding. She was 

surprised to find that in America girls were independent, active, and 

confident. She was shocked, felt shy while noticed the dressing style of 

American women. As a Pakistani, Feroza cannot accept and follow such an 

approach, living without dependency. She strongly believes in a special 

code that women must be dependent on male and further she believed that 

male female could not be equal. Therefore, the freedom and independency 

of American girls was something unacceptable and somewhat a cultural 

shock for Feroza in the beginning.  

Cultural shocks at the beginning and the reverse cultural shocks after 

assimilation, makes Feroza alienated in both host and home countries.   

3. 4. Alienation  

The gaping difference in the lifestyles between a host land and a 

homeland leads to a sense of alienation in immigrants. Alienation generally 

refers to a person’s disintegration from something of earlier attachment. It 

also determines how a period of time and a number of circumstances 
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changes one’s perspectives and relationships with certain entities. 

According to Rousseau, the term denotes man’s detachment from his 

“natural self” and “natural form” from the various pressures of his mind and 

heart (p. 67. In the twentieth century, in a context of diaspora ‘alienation’ 

refers to estrangement, isolation, exile, distance, and rootlessness. 

Alienation is often the consequence of loss of identity, cultural differences 

and displacement.  

Displacement, identity crises, and cultural shocks in a host land 

made Feroza alienated, however, from the very beginning, being a single 

child of her parents she mostly sensed lonely especially when at the 

dinnertime or evening family gathering, the members talked about the 

politics of Pakistan. The sense of alienation of Feroza in Pakistan was due 

to the religious and political turmoil in the state. As a child, Feroza was 

stubborn and anti-social. She used to spend her time, especially her off days 

at the house of her grandmother and with her classmates. As she, felt 

alienated and misfit at her home and did not take part in liberal and political 

discussion at home, she indulged herself in reading books. Her parents were 

very much concerned with her anti-social behavior and decided to send her 

to America in order to enlighten her worldview and to bring her out of 

alienation.  When Feroza heard of her going to America, she felt very happy 

and excited. The night before her departure, through the night, she kept on 

repeating the word ‘America’ to make sure her going to America. She 

imagined America as a “…اthe اland اof اglossy  magazines, اof ‘Bewitched’ 

 jeans…”21. In the morning of herا andا starsا rockا ofا ,’Star Trek‘ ا andا

departure, the whole family and her friends were gathered to say her 

goodbye. The movement she started moving out of her home all of a sudden 

her excitement melted into a gloominess.   
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Feroza اbecomes اconscious اof اthe اgravitational اpull اof اthe 

 byا enlargedا ,selfا ofا senseا behind. Herا leavingا isا sheا countryا

 groupا herا withا andا communityا herا withا identityا ofا osmosisا theا

 theا likeا…permanenceا aا likeا herا withا stayedا ,friendsا schoolا ofا

 moon-generatedا andا windا theا provideا basinsا oceanا thatا supportا

 waters.22ا itsا ofا vagariesا

She was surprized at her feelings for her homeland. She never felt 

its power so deeply. The text narrates the feelings of an immigrant through 

Feroza while leaving homeland. The departure for America made Feroza 

emotionally and geographically alienated. Feroza never felt the magnetism 

of Lahore in this way before and she realized that she would miss Lahore 

and her family very terribly.  

American experience totally changed Feroza, took her away from 

her roots, and as a result made her alienated. After her tasting of liberty in 

America, Feroza became so fond of modernity and felt it nearly impossible 

to return to her native conservative community. She could easily witness 

the distinction between the cultures and all the other aspects of life in the 

two countries. Her bond with the American lifestyle on one hand broadens 

her mentality and lets her think in a new spirit and on second hand makes 

her alienated to her own community. Her break up, after her assimilation, 

with David makes her broken heart and alienated in a host country too as a 

result she starts feeling unhomeliness.  

3. 5. Unhomeliness 

Unhomeliness refers to the estranging sense of relocation of the 

home and the world in an “unhallowed place”23. Unhomeliness is not a 

physical state rather it is a psychological state in which people do not feel 

at home even in their own homes; such a condition makes people 
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psychological refuges. The hypothesis, here, is that the feeling of 

unhomeliness is found in Feroza. 

Feroza not only feel unhomely in her homeland, Pakistan but also in 

a host country, America. Before her departure to Denver, she “اrealizes اwith 

 ofا expectationsا family’sا herا outgrownا hasا sheا thatا shockا ofا senseا aا

 .her”24 by her involvement in American culture and neglecting her ownا

Against her cultural differences, she starts friendship with American boy 

David shyly, however, with the passage of time; they got self-assured in 

each other’s presence. To her amazement, she felt very comfortable with 

him and found similarity between her and his approaches and behaviors. It 

was as if, through David, she had taken a “اleap اacross اsome اcultural 

 it” to find out thatا ofا sideا otherا theا onا herselfا foundا andا barrierا

everything was soothingly the same25. Her sense of home also, in America, 

went through an evolution that extends beyond physical boundaries. Using 

Bhabha’s words, Feroza experiences “اextra-territorial اand اcross-cultural 

 initiations”26. She never thought she could have felt this complete trust in aا

stranger to take her “اacross اthe اunchartered اterrain اof اher اemotions”27. 

The “اunchartered اterrain اof اher اemotions”28 reflects Feroza’s sense of 

unhomeliness in the host land.  

Feroza felt homed in the host land until her relation went well with 

David, However, as the break up occurred between them; she got extremely 

disturbed and felt a sense of relocation in the host country. She became 

concerned with spending rest of her life. She knew very well that she was 

misfit both in a host country and in home country because she had 

experienced unhomeliness in both countries. Comparatively she felt more 

dislocated and unhomed in America, however, she decided to spend rest of 

her life in America because “اshe اfelt اliving اin اAmerica اwould اbe اmore 

 likeا newcomersا ofا thousandsا byا sharedا wasا itا becauseا tolerableا
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 herself”29 and thought her wounds could be healed in America. Sheا

remembered Father Fibb’s advice that she was like a “اyoung اbird” that 

would have to “اfly اand اfall, اand اfly اand اfall اagain اtill اher اwings 

 ,strong”30. She wonders about the advice that if such a place exsitsا becomeا

may be one day she would rise to that “اself-contained اplace اfrom اwhich 

 falling,”31. Being alienated and unhomed both in host and inا noا wasا thereا

home countries, Feroza was confused and worried about such a place where 

she could fly and is healed and homed. However, even then she preferred 

America as a “اself-contained اplace” to live in with her sense of 

unhomeliness because America provides:  

Relief اfrom اobserving اthe اgrinding اpoverty... ا  injustices اand 

 thatا freedomا aا ,freedomا herا crushا wouldا thatا constraintsا otherا

 whichا withا abandonا Theا .happinessا herا toا centralا becomeا hadا

 possibleا wasا interferenceا withoutا lifeا herا conductا couldا sheا

 theا andا familyا herا fromا distanceا theا ofا becauseا onlyا

 provided.32ا Americaا anonymityا

The above paragraph reflects the positivity of unhomeliness on 

Feroza. Although, in a host country, sometimes, she missed her family and 

felt a sense of guilt, that she has outgrown her family’s expectations of her, 

however, at the same time the host country also provided her freedom and 

privacy as mentioned in the following para:  

She اwas اnot اalone اin اher اdesire اfor اprivacy اand اplenty. اA 

 ,phenomenonا thisا experiencingا wasا worldا theا ofا portionا sizableا

on اthis اscale اat اleast, for اthe اfirst اtime اin اhuman اhistory, اand 

 matterا world—noا impoverishedا andا jam-packedا theا ofا restا theا

 ,contactا humanا ofا lossا theا aboutا moanا mightا theyا muchا howا

 it.33ا forا hankeredا family—alsoا dwindlingا theا andا ,privacyا
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Feroza experiences unhomeliness in both home country and in host 

country, however, the unhomeliness that she feels in Pakistan makes her 

feel painful while the unhomeliness in America is helpful in making her free 

of the various restrictions imposed on her by her home country. Besides 

privacy and freedom, the host country, in form of excellent libraries and 

educational institutions, also provides huge opportunity of quenching her 

thirst for learning. In a case of her going back to her home country, she 

would have surely be deprived of many opportunities that are now central 

to her happiness. Unhomeliness also plays vital role in her descion of 

staying in the host country permanently as Kani says, “اdue اto اthe اchange 

 regardingا decisionsا ownا make [her]ا toا ableا Ferozaا makesا ghettoا ofا

[her] اown اlife”34. Therefore, in a sense, unhomeliness helps to empower 

her in making decisions regarding her life.  

3. 6. Mimicry  

Feroza, on moving to America, finds herself on a new ground and 

she is troubled in finding a place in that society. At the beginning, she resist 

the new culture when she is humiliated at airport by migration officials, 

Feroza retorts, “اto اhell اwith اyou اand اyour اdamn اcountry. اI’ll اgo 

 shapeا cylindricalا ,hollowا ,ruthlessا aا“ back!”35. Feroza find Americaا

 concreteا unfathomableا anا ,sunlightا withoutا ,endا orا beginningا withoutا

 wasا monstrousا somethingا sureا wasا Sheا .fearا herا byا inhabitedا tubeا

 alienا thisا patrolledا thatا shadowsا imperviousا theا inا crouchedا

 domain”36. However, in order to be accepted by a host country, she needsا

a “اreformed, اnoticeable اOther”37 by brushing aside her own roots and 

imitating the masters’ culture of the host country especially in looks and 

language38. The masters, in a form of her uncle and Jo, attempt to force their 

language, lifestyle, and American education on Feroza and trying to create 

a reformed and acceptable copy of her. They give her handy advices on how 
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to give up her old notions and reshape her behavior and life style in the host 

country to be accepted and respected. She is made felt by them that her 

manners and non-American accent and dialect are not up to the mark that 

could not fit neatly into the standardized trends of the American life style.  

In order to be successfully camouflaged in the host environment she 

is advised by her uncle how to avoid the problems she would face in the 

host country.  

After few months under her uncle’s supervision, she learns 

somehow the American way of life and strarts imitating it. However, in 

order to further develop Feroza’s “اpersonality اand اher اinduction اinto اthe 

 ,life”39ا Americanا ofا wayا independentا andا ,industriousا ,self-sufficientا

her uncle convinced Feroza and her family to take admission in some good 

Amirican college. In her uncle’s view, getting admission in a college would 

provides opportunity of close contact with the culture and way of life of 

Americans and would help to ease Feroza’s adaptation of Americans’ 

lifestyle. Therefore, she gets admission in a junior college in Twin Falls, 

Idaho and starts living with a real American: Jo as a roommate.  Jo 

introduces her to new aspects of American life that were previously 

unknown to Feroza who was meticulously supervised by Manek who 

sensibly selected the locations and people for her. Now living with 

adventuourous Jo, Feroza gets exposed to real America and increasingly 

starts getting influenced by her in all spheres of life. Sensing that Feroza 

needs exposure to the new culture, Jo worked hard on Feroza’s 

pronunciation, dialect, attitude, dressing sense, and even housekeeping 

skills. 

She starts using expletives “اwith اan اabandon اthat اepitomized اfor 

 abroad”40. Feroza also starts imitating Joا beingا ofا realityا headyا theا herا

in her accent to sound like Americans. Jo teaches Feroza how to pronounce 
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mayonnaise as “اmay-nayze” and mother-fucker as “اmotha-fuka”41. Fanon 

argues that when black people uses colonizer‘s language; it is regarded as 

predatory, and not transformative, which in turn may create insecurity in the 

black's consciousness42. Feroza must learn to perform recognized American 

accent that grant acceptance into American society. As a result, she, under 

the influence of Jo, moves towards “اbecoming اmottled”43.  

In order to get acceptance in American society, Feroza 

comuoflages44 herself, accordingly, through modification in her personality. 

She starts doing several things that were hard to be done back in her home 

society like openly flirting and chatting up with strangers and doing jobs 

like working in a bar becoming a salesperson or selling tickets at an 

amusement park etc. In a selection of her job, it is evident that she has 

developed a reformed and acceptable “other” and just like Americans, she 

has no problem in doing these jobs. Bhabha calls this sort of mimicry a “اsly 

 civility”44 which he considers as a sense of mockery to mimicry that isا

based on “ambivalence”. At the beginning, she is not feeling comfortable in 

shorts as she is imitating something against her cultural nature. However, 

she has learned an idea that adapting to the host environment is the only 

option and her entire effort of mimicry is important for Feroza to be more 

Americanized and to make her Otherness acceptable and to be included in 

to the host environment. 

3. 7. Ambivalence  

Ambivalence generally refers to “a اstate اof اbeing اinbetween” and 

within the postcolonial context; it is seen as the characteristic predicament 

of the colonized subject’s double attitude of both attraction and repulsion 

towards the colonizers. People in diaspora also develop ambivalent feelings 

towards a host country when they do not get the desired acceptance in a host 

environment after imitating a host culture. Then they look back towards 
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their home country to rebuild their broken connection with it. However, 

upon a subsequent return to their home country, they often find it difficult 

to fully fix the cracked connection because their identities have been 

hybridized after mimicry and now they are misfit in a country where once 

they fit so well like the character Feroza. Such a situation cuases double 

consciousness and develops ambevilant feelings in immigrants towards 

both their host country and a homecountry.  

Feroza, after few cultural shocks in the host country, realizes the 

need to imitate the host country to be fully like them in order to get 

acceptance. However, her cultural roots with her home country are so strong 

that she feels a sense of guilt during and after assimilation process. As she 

begins mixing with Americans, “shades اof اambivalence اslowly اbecome 

 character”46. Her cultural background irritates her andا herا inا apparentا

keeps on injecting a sense of quilt for going against her roots. When Feroza 

starts “going اout اwith اJo اto اparties اand اflirts اwith اrandom اguys, اshe 

 herا ofا thinkا wouldا familyا herا whatا wondersا andا guiltyا feelsا firstا

 ,timeا sameا theا it”47. However, “atا aboutا knowا toا theyا wereا conductا

 governedا thatا ritesا esotericا someا intoا initiatedا beingا wasا sheا feltا sheا

 peopleا youngا ofا livesا unsupervisedا andا independentا astonishinglyا theا

 America”48. She, at a time, struggles to be completely American andا inا

Parsee as well. Since she cannot fully feel like both at the same time, she 

feels not whole. She feels divided and uncertain that further develops 

 attitudes”49 in her. A tug of war between resistingا orا feelingsا conflictingا“

and accepting American culture continues in her and she often keeps on 

thinking “the اrisquéا اnature اof اthe اpleasure اthe اguilt اafforded—the 

 andا ,teasingا ,boisterousا theا byا inhabitedا spacesا twilightا ,smoke-filledا

 battleا gnawingا theا worthا wellا men—wasا youngا inclinedا amorouslyا

 .caused”50ا alsoا itا conscienceا herا withا
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Feroza’s action of mimicry results ambivalent feeling inside her. 

She wants to be accepted in the new environment, she imitates the host 

country but she also feels a sense of guilt in imitating it and strongly feels 

the urge to resist it by keeping in touch with her Parsee background. Her 

sense of guilt and temptation of following the host culture go side by side, 

at the border of which, lies ambivalence:   

 ,notا doا weا ,timeا the sameا Atا .thingsا want theseا weا ,courseا Ofا

or اsome اpart اof اourselves اwe اcall اour اconscience اgives اus 

 :contradictionا aا ofا formا theا inا appearا thoughts: whichا secondا

No, اI اdo اnot اreally اwant اor اneed اthat. So اthe اmost اbasic type 

 theا inا desire, namelyا withا originatesا ambivalenceا ofا

 head.51ا theا andا heartا theا betweenا contradictionا

The complex mix of attraction and repulsion, like a hunting 

conscious, keeps on following Feroza. Whenever, she does something 

against her religion or culture, she feels uneasy and ambivalent. Once, at a 

party, upon the pressing demand of a boy fellow, she smokes a cigarette. 

However, as Parsees consider direct contact with fire a serious sin, she feels 

a deep sense of guilt and later on performs some rituals for her forgiveness52. 

Though later on she becomes a habitual smoker but even then, observing 

her cultural and religious restriction, she does not “smoke before Zareen”53. 

It seems that now she does not feel the intensity of feeling guilty of smoking 

rather enjoys the pleasure of mimicry in the company of Jo. Even then, it is 

in “Feroza’s اguilt اwhere اmost اof اher اambivalence اlies”54.She mimics the 

host environment and the next moment she feels a sense of guilt and repents 

it. As explained by Bhabha that ambivalence is the “slippage”, “excess”, 

and “difference” of mimicry55.  On one occasion, after having spent a night 

with David in his room, she creeps back to her room with her shoes in hand, 

 andا Lahoreا inا livedا hadا whoا girlا sameا theا wasا sheا ifا wonderingا“
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 Heart”56. She enjoys her newfoundا Sacredا theا ofا Conventا theا toا goneا

independence but is constantly haunted by guilt that triggers a sense of 

ambivalence in her.  

3. 8. Hybridity  

Permanent residence in the host country requires the diaspora to 

hybridize the host country instead of mere doing what the Bhabha calls a 

 mimicry”57. The relocated subject displays a certain culturalا mockingا“

integration and resemblance with host country by the process of cultural 

hybridization. The resemblance to the dominant culture of a host country is 

attained through linguistic performatives and cultural mimicry. An effort is 

made by relocated subject to find common ground, through hybridity, with 

the people of host country with whom they wants to interact for social or 

intellectual reasons. 

Parsis are culturally hybridized, as it is essential for their peaceful 

existence. The Parsi community willy-nilly adopts the ways of host society 

in which they live. Sidhwa in one of her interviews says: 

 landlessا aا areا Weا .communityا Parsisا inا trueا especiallyا isا Thisا

 findا weا whichا inا cultureا theا onا takeا mustا weا soا ,peopleا

 Pakistani-Punjabi-Parsiا aا myselfا callا toا likeا wouldا Iا .ourselvesا

 threeا theseا allا byا influencedا amا Iا thatا reasonا theا forا ,womanا

 it'sا Andا .identityا ofا mixا aا haveا reallyا Iا thinkا Iا .societiesا

 combinationا thisا becauseا magnificentا veryا somethingا

 am.58ا Iا thatا writerا theا meا makeا toا hugelyا contributesا

In An American Brat, Sidhwa expresses the complexities of 

multicultural background of Feroza. She is described being Parsi, a 

Pakistani, and of migration to the West while carrying the other two 

identities. Feroza like liminal peoples marked and established the 

boundaries of their economic relocation as Bhabha’s quotation of Martin 
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Heidegger suggests, “اthe اboundary اis اthat اfrom اwhich اsomething اbegins 

 presencing”. What begins its presence here is the fluidity of boundariesا itsا

that characterizes contemporary metropolitan cultures of hybridity.  

Belonging to Parsi community, Feroza, like Sidhwa, also develops 

hybrid personality. The hybrid nature of Parsi makes Feroza see more 

deeply into different people's lives. She adjusts herself well in the company 

of Jo, Rhonda, Gwen, Shashi, Shirley and Laura and then David Press. 

Despite the fact of growing up in Parisian culture with regular teachings of 

Zoroastrianism, after getting exposure to American society, Frieze became 

so liberal and free that she wouldn't mind marrying a Jewish, David Press. 

She starts loving his culture and discovers close connections between the 

two cultures. Finding similarities between the two cultures helps her to 

adjust herself within host society that at the beginning, she finds very 

different and cry “اto اhell اwith اyour اcountry”59 and she feels forced to go 

back. Being naturally hybrid, Feroza with pretty ease, understand David’s 

religious beliefs. She realizes that beneath the surface of cultural and 

religious differences, she and David are the same. When she visits David’s 

house, she finds very close similarities in gestures and rituals between her 

mother and David’s mother. She is very happy with finding similarities and 

unconsciously tries to blend both of cultures and of religions. Her blending 

of both is cultural hybridity. Cultural hybridity is associated with the effects 

of multiple cultural attachments or the process of cultural mixture. By 

mixing both cultures and languages, Feroza develops a hybrid identity. 

Like Feroza, Manek also develops a hybrid identity out of diasporic 

condition in a host country. Despite living for long time in America, he 

decides to marry someone from his own Parsi community, living in 

Pakistan. He slightly modifies his name by replacing اManek with اMike to 

be more Americanized. These two decision reflects his sense of belonging 
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both with host and with home country. He tries to be in touch with both by 

mixing both cultures. According to Bhabha, "اThese اhyphenated, 

 vernacularا aا ofا formsا alsoا areا conditionsا culturalا hybridizedا

 explicitlyا andا societiesا multiculturalا inا emergesا thatا cosmopolitanismا

 location"60. Manek, out of hybridizedا nationalا particularا aا exceedsا

cultural conditions, sees himself as a thoughtful person who without 

difficulty can adjust in the American culture; however, in the process of this 

assimilation, he develops a hybrid identity.  

Both Feroza and Manek challenge, through hybridity, “اthe اcultural 

 Masterا ofا voiceا bigا theا andا truthsا officialا authoritarianismا

 Narratives”61. They learn how to live on the margin. At the beginning, theyا

felt exiled and alienated from their roots and did not find place of their own, 

however, at the end, after diasporic experiences, they learn how to 

effectively discharge their voices and to manage lives in their own 

hybridized way. 

4. Conclusion 

Sidhwa’s An American Brat depicts diasporic experiences of all 

major characters, especially of Feroza. The diasporic struggle starts with a 

displacement and keeps on problematizing their identities. Displacement, 

on a way to America, makes Feroza “اconscious اabout اthe اgravitational 

 ofا changingا“ behind”62. Theا leavingا wasا sheا countryا theا ofا pullاا

 foriegness” furtherا“ atmosphere” in the aircraft and its turning intoا

deepens her sense of displacement and she feels cultural differences63.Her 

journey to US symbolizes the shift in culture and tradition. At each stop, 

new passengers replaced old passengers. Each new face looked different 

and represented a national or cultural background. Throughout the flight, 

cultutres kept on changing. It was necessary to prepare Feroza for foreign 

environment and culture. On landing in America, she found herself totally 
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in a different atmosphere. Her sense of unhomeliness and identity crises 

started when she was ill-treated in an unfriendly disposition by custom 

officials; she felt that she “اwas اin اa اstrange اcountry اamidst اstrangers...” 

under the influence of dominant narrative of the host country64. She tried to 

resist the dominant discourse of identity and belonging by saying angrily 

 ,back"65. Howeverا goا I’llا .countryا damnا yourا andا youا withا hellا toا“

the dominant culture melted down her temporary anger and she started 

learning how to live in the foreign environment by imitating it. She learns 

that that there is no need to completely brush aside the roots of her 

homegrown identity, but rather needs to blend in its features, through 

assimilation and mimicry, with those of the host society. She changes her 

personality by adding some modifications so as to “camouflage”66 herself 

into host condition like flirting and dating with strangers, wearing shorts, 

becoming staunch patriot of America, marrying a non-Parsi, and so on. She 

as mentioned by اBhabha67 “اrepeats اthe اbehaviour [of اAmericans] اrather 

 ,sameا theا almostا“ Feroza isا ,representing” them. Being mimicا justا thanا

 .quite”68ا notا butا

Interestingly, اmimicry on one hand gives اFeroza exposure to enjoy 

the bounties of freedom and on other hand; shades of ambivalence slowly 

get developed in her behavior. She questions herself each time she ignores 

her roots and imitates the host society. She, at the same time, feels a sense 

of guilt and enlightened, at the اborder of which, as Weisbrod considers, lies 

ambivalence. Her ambivalence is inextricably linked with her mimicry; 

when she tries to mimic American society, her mimicry turns into confusion 

and as a result, she feels ambivalent. اBhabha calls it “اdiscursive اprocess”69 

that leads to her hybrid identity. The failure of her relation with David 

causes her hybrid identity. She was fully dependent on him and followed 

him blindly, however, the breach in their relation convinced her that her old 
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way of imitating him, did not work and she starts to blend both cultures by 

seeking comfort in the religion along with other belongings of her 

homeland. During and even after the displacement, Feroza moves across 

the clashing choices and stuck between the two different cultures of West 

and East. The diasporic experiences keeps on shaping and reshaping her 

identity through several stages of transformation and development that 

cause her conversion from a “اconservative اgirl” to grow into a courageous 

and modern girl hence between the two distinct worlds that eventually 

shapes and reshapes her identity as hybrid identity.  
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